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Abstract:
This paper presents a novel and cheap electronic version of wet and dry temperature hygrometer
The instrument is centered around a 555 timer, operated in astable multivibrator mode. Two
thermistors with negative temperature coefficients (NTC) serve as the two timing resistors of the
multivibrator. These thermistors are used to sense the dry and wet temperatures. The durations
of the ‘HIGH’ and ‘LOW’ levels of the multivibrator output are detected and these values are
used to predict the relative humidity and ambient temperature by an appropriately trained
Artificial Neural Network (ANN). The performance of the arrangement has been evaluated by
numerical simulation studies using thermistor data from manufacturer’s table. Significantly
good results have been obtained.
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1. INTRODUCTION:
The sensing of humidity is not only important for weather-related measurements, but it is also
required for many industrial as well as few domestic applications. The other application areas
range from textile mills, pharmaceutical industries and growing of bacteria to humidity control
arrangements for humidifiers, tumble dryers, microwave ovens etc. In many of these
applications, simultaneous sensing of humidity and temperature is required. However, humidity
is perhaps one of the most difficult environmental parameters to measure.
Earlier, mechanical hygrometers were popularly used for humidity measurement. [1]. After
electronic systems took over the reins of instrumentation and as the requirement of humidity
sensing spread to newer domains (particularly for humidity control applications), the necessity of
having some form of electronic humidity sensors was being felt consistently.
This prompted the development of parametric humidity sensors. Both the capacitive and
resistive variety of such sensors are being extensively used. With recent advancements of
these sensors, % Relative Humidity (RH) can be measured over its entire with appreciable
accuracy [2-7]. Another interesting development is the electronic version of the wet and
dry

temperature

hygrometer

(psychrometer).

A

typical

sophisticated

electronic

psychrometer [8] employs two quartz crystal oscillators to sense the dry and humid
temperatures. The relative humidity values are stored in an EPROM, in the form of a lookup table. Frequencies of the oscillators point to the memory location containing the
required humidity value, which is subsequently retrieved from this location. This
arrangement enables the measurement of humidity as well as temperature of the
environment at the same time. Cheaper versions of electronic psychrometers are also
available, that employ two identical thermistors [9-12] for sensing the dry and the wet bulb
temperatures. A more accurate one, the digital variety [13], is based on the temperature to
linear voltage converter, a calculator of the dry and wet bulb temperature ratio, a converter
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from the ratio to the voltage proportional to RH, and an A/D converter. The maximum error
of the arrangement is around 2% of full scale.
The present work is however aimed at achieving a low-cost and compact transducer for
simultaneous measurement of relative humidity and temperature of an ambience. The system
envisaged, consists of two thermistors with negative temperature coefficient (NTC) placed in a
555 timer circuit working in the astable mode. This forms the core of the measurement system
which is without doubt cheap as well as compact. The circuit output, after further conditioning, is
processed by an ‘Artificial Neural Network’ (ANN) which serves as the linearizer. It is worth
mentioning that given the present state of the art, the ANN can be easily programmed in a
microcontroller and the arrangement is thus within the means of common users.

2. THE PROPOSED SCHEME :
The 555 timer is an extremely versatile but low cost IC which serves as the basic building block
of a multitude of circuits. In the present application, the IC is used in the astable multivibrator
mode [14,15] and the circuit for such operation is shown in Fig. 1. It is well known that the
frequency or the repetition rate of the output pulses from 555 timer circuit in astable mode is
determined by the values of the two resistors R 1 and R 2 and by that of the timing capacitor C.
The frequency is ,

f

1.44
 R1  R 2  C

(1)

The duration T 1 of the HIGH level (ON time) and duration T 2 of the LOW level (OFF time)
of the pulse train as indicated in Fig. 2, can be calculated as,

T1  0.69  R1  R2  C

(2)

and
T2  0.69 R2C

(3)
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It is therefore evident that for a fixed C, by measuring the durations of the HIGH and LOW level
of the output pulse train, measures of R1 and R2 and can be obtained. If two NTC thermistors are
used as resistors R1 and R2 for sensing the dry temperature (t d ) and wet temperature (t W ), then
with the variation of humidity and temperature, R1, and R2 and consequently T1 and T2 will also
change. Thus, on measuring the values of T 1 and T 2 the thermistor resistances R 1 and R 2 can be
computed and a prior knowledge of the resistor temperature data of the thermistor will
subsequently yield the dry (ambient) and wet temperatures, t d and t W respectively. From
standard psychometric data, the relative humidity can then be obtained. It is worth mentioning
that the value of C should be judiciously chosen so that the timer can operate within its allowed
frequency range.

Here thermistors with negative temperature coefficient have been chosen as temperature sensors
since they are cheap, compact and very sensitive. However their highly nonlinear transfer
characteristic (as shown in Fig. 3), and nonlinear relations between the humidity and t d and t W
(as indicated in Fig. 4) make the automated determination of relative humidity a challenging
task.
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3.THE COMPLETE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM :
Block diagram representations of two possible realizations of the complete measurement setup
are shown in Fig. 5.
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The implementation depicted in Fig. 5(a) assumes that the ‘ON’ time and ‘OFF’ time values of
the astable multivibrator output are extracted using digital hardware (referred to as the signal
conditioning circuit) an these values are processed by ANN linearizer programmed in ANN chip.
The circuit for time duration measurement usually utilizes a known high frequency pulse train
and calculates the time interval under measurement by counting the number of high frequency
pulses accommodated within such interval [16, 17].
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In the other option shown in Fig. 5(b) it is intended that the output of the astable circuit will be
taken to microcontroller/PC based system. Here, a software module will determine the values of

T 1 and T 2 which will be utilized as before, by an ANN linearizer for further processing. It is
worth mentioning that sensor linearization can be considered as a function estimation (modeling)
task, where the input data are the outputs of the sensors system , and the target data is the
physical variable(s) under measurement, which are the relative humidity and ambient
temperature in this case.
In both the cases mentioned above, linearization by artificial neural network utilizes the ability of
such networks to learn during the calibration phase, the complex relation between a set of input
variables and a set of output variables (measurands) and thereby to predict the unknown values
of measurands corresponding to known values of the input variables [18]. Here the measurands
are the ambient temperatures (t d ) and the % Relative Humidity, while the input variables are
the ‘ON’ time (T 1 ) and ‘OFF’ time (T 2 ) determined either by hardware or by software method.
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Thus one option is to have the astable multivibrator circuit comprising the thrmistors followed by
the hardware arrangement for measuring T 1 and T 2 and subsequently by an ANN linearizer
programmed in an ANN chip, constituting a complete system. The second option is to combine
the multivibrator with the sensors and the preprocessing software (for obtaining T 1 and T 2 ) and
ANN linearizer programmed in a microcontroller, to form a ready-to-use system. The third and
simplest alternative is to only have the astable circuit containing the sensors as the hardware unit
and relevant software for the neural linearizer. The users of this product may then couple this
hardware unit to their own computer or microcontroller, where the program for the neural signal
processing should also be loaded.

4. ANN Linearizer
Artificial neural networks (ANN) are processing techniques based on the way the brain works
[19, 20]. An ANN consists of a set of neurons (processing elements), and their connections, each
connection is modeled by a weight. ANN learns (adjusts its weights) from input-output data
(examples); they are model-free estimators, i e., it is not necessary to assume in advance a model
function that relates the input-output data pairs. ANN have been useful in a wide range of
applications such as signal and image processing, pattern recognition [21], control systems [22]
and recently instrumentation [23]. Because of their nonlinear characteristics, they are very useful
in solving complex problems more accurately than linear techniques.
In the present case, a multi-layered (2-20-2) feed forward neural network has been considered (as
shown in fig.6). It has input layer with two input node, a hidden layer ANN with twenty nodes
and output layer with two nodes. Each hidden node multiplies every input by its weight and sums
the product and then passes the sum through the sigmoid function. The outputs from the output
layer of the neural network are compared to the target value of the training data function to
calculate the error. We have used Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm [ 24-26] for training the
ANN. Thus the weights and biases of the network are initialized with DE and thereafter this
initialized network is again trained with the help of Levenberg-Marquadt algorithm.
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5. SIMULATION AND RESULTS :
The simulation and testing of the scheme has been carried out using SIMULINK and Neural
Network Toolbox of MATLAB 6.5 in a Pentium 4 processor based PC. UUA 33J4 thermistors of
Omega Engineering have been considered as temperature sensors and their resistance
temperature data obtained from the manufacturer [27] have been utilized for simulation. The
value of the timing capacitor C has been considered as 1μF. During training of the ANN ,100
epochs (iterations) are used for initialization of the weights and biases of the network by DE
algorithm and the initialized network is then trained using 350 epochs (iterations) with
Levenberg-Marquadt algorithm. A new program TRAINDE.m is used to implement the DE
algorithm for training the ANN, and conventional MATLAB function trainlm is used for training
the ANN using Levenberg-Marquadt algorithm.
The errors in the measured (i.e. predicted by the ANN) values of ambient temperature and
relative humidity have been expressed as percentage of the full scale values of the measurands.
The errors are given in Table-1 and the error curves are given in Figs. 7 and 8. The magnitude of
maximum error is 0.09 % for relative humidity and 0.08 % for temperature. The error for RH is
much below the error ( 2 %) reported for the prevalent digital variety [13].
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6. CONCLUSION :
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In this work a simple scheme for measurement of relative humidity and temperature has been
devised and its performance has been assessed by simulation. Although two identical thermistors
have been assumed for simulation studies, in practice it will not be necessary to use matched
thermistors. This is because the measurement set up will invariably be calibrated prior to its use.
It can be easily appreciated that the scheme is not only practically feasible but can also be
expected to be manufactured commercially because of its ease of implementation and low-cost.
The assessed measurement errors have been substantially low, much lower than that reported for
a typical prevalent digital psychrometer using thermistors, thereby guaranteeing fairly accurate
measurements. Although humidity measurement system with lesser measurement error has been
reported [8], such a system is much costly than this proposed system.

TABLE -1:
% Full Scale Error of the Measurement
System for %RH and Temperature
% Full Scale Error in the Measured Value of
%Relative

Temperature

Humidity
Maximum
0.07

0.063

Error (negative)

0.09

0.083

RMS Error

0.023

0.0198

Error (positive)
Maximum
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